


Muay �ai Boran 
More than b eing a traditional and affective art of self-defense.  Traditional Thai Martial Art is 
gracefull exercise that keeps the body fit and alert, and is also a way to learn to focus.  Thai 
Martial Art helps you to achieve mental and physical health-builds muscle strength, control 
weight and induces conscience - giving you internal power within a flexible body and powerful 

   .dnim

Muay Thai Boran/Course/Person   

Muay Thai Boran                                                  18,000++ 
    

     9 Sessions   
     2 Hours/session   
     Every Tuesday,Thursday and Saturday only   

    

Activities                                   Selling Price 

Suuko Wellness & Spa Resort

T: +66 76 530456   F: +66 76 530464

E: info@sukkospa.com www.facebook.com/suukospa

   

** All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 7% government.



Thai Cooking Class for    1      pax                              2,800++ 
    

Thai Cooking Class for   2 - 10  paxs                            2,300++ / pax
     

Thai Cooking Class for 11 - 20  paxs                           2,000++ / pax

MENU A   

1. Prawns & lemon grass soup with mushroom   ]งุกำยมต[  
2. Deep-fried chicken with cashew nut   ]งวมะมดผ็เดผักไ[  
3. Panang curry with shrimps  ]งุกงนแะพ[   
4. Deep-fried vegetable spring roll   ]ดอทกผัะยปเอป[  
5. Bananas in coconut milk ]ีชชวบยวลก[    

MENU C   

1. Prawns & lemon grass soup with mushroom ]งุกำยมต[ 
2. Massaman curry with chicken ]กไนมัสมังกแ[
3. Fried fish with tamarind sauce ]มาขะมำนดอทาลป[ 
4. Deep- fried vegetable spring roll ]ดอทกผัะยปเอป[ 
5. Bananas in coconut milk ]ีชชวบยวลก[ 

MENU B   

1. Galangal root & coconut milk soup with chicken   ]กไาขมต[
2. Fried fish with sweet & sour sauce   ]นาวหวยรีปเาลป[ 
3. Yellow curry with shrimps  ]งุกรีหะกฉีฉู[  
4. Deep-fried bag dumplings with chicken   ]กไสไงอทงุถ[ 
5. Bananas in coconut milk  ]ีชชวบยวลก[  

Service time : 10:00 - 16:00hrs 
3 Hours per class - include dining
Choice of 1 menu for 1 booking 

Received a complimentary steamed rice / menu

1 - 10 paxs 1 person per cooking station
11 - 20 paxs 2 person per cooking station

Reservation required 1 day in advance and non-refundable

Thai Cuisine is also a wonderfull aromatic and harmonious mixture of flavors, colors and 
textures. Eating Thai food is an amazing experience.  Learning to cooked Thai food is all about 
balance and harmony yet  a wonderful introduction to the ancient food therapy, one of Thai 
secrets to the healthy long-life.   

Thai Cooking Class / PAX

Thai Cooking Class Menu

Activities                                   Selling Price 

    

  

Suuko Wellness & Spa Resort

T: +66 76 530456   F: +66 76 530464

E: info@sukkospa.com www.facebook.com/suukospa

** All prices are subject to 10% service charge and 7% government.

Thai Cooking Class for more than 21 paxs                           1,800++ / pax


